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i have an early 2014 15 in. imac and i bought sims 3 no-cd crack 1.67 last week. i have tried the
super patch but it wont work. i have deleted the downloads and even the crack folder and the game
still wont open and the game wont give me any error messages. the file is on my desktop and the

game is on the desktop as well. i have tried to re-install the game and i keep getting the error
message of "installation failed. please try again" please help. i have an early 2014 imac and i bought

the sims 3 no-cd crack 1.67 the day it came out. i had no problems until recently when i started to
get a red warning about the game is incompatible with this version of the game. i looked at the file in
the downloads and it is up to date. im currently using the super patch and it does work for a little bit
but then it will get to the main screen and the game will just close itself. i have tried multiple times

to fix it with no luck. i have reinstalled the game from origin but it will not run. i installed origin 3 and
updated my software to reflect the latest patches, i also installed the 7.0 base game and have since
then been getting the error message "the sims 3 ultimate collection won't run on this computer. the
game could not be installed because the game has been blocked by your computer administrator.

please contact your system administrator for more information." i tried removing the game from the
program/library list of origin but it still doesn't run. i have a message from my administrator saying
that the sims 3 is not available for the mac or pc and that i can contact ea for support. i don't know
what to do about this error message. i do not want to play without the sims 3 and i don't want to

remove any of my other ea games from the mac program/library list because i do have a lot of them.
please help.
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alright, i just updated my sims 3
game, the steam version, but it gives
me an error and it says sims 3 game

version is more recent than expected.
i am using a pc with windows 7 and i

am running steam in admin mode. any
ideas of what i can do? hey, i just
downloaded and installed the 1.67

patch, and when i start the game i get
an error message on the launcher

saying: "the sims 3 game version is
more recent than expected. please

contact us for help." what can i do to
fix this problem? i have downloaded
the ea patches but the sims 3 game

launches without any problems.
however, the game does not recognize
my computer as it used to. it gives an

error message saying "the sims 3
game version is more recent than

expected. please contact us for help."
i have restarted my computer and my
modem but the problem persists. what
can i do to fix this problem? we have a
new cd crack for the sims 3 available,

so check it out! the sims 3 is a
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simulation of life in a community
where people live in homes, build
careers, raise families, and own

businesses. you start your game by
creating a new character, and then

you can explore your own
neighborhood and make friends with

other players. people have to get
along in order to enjoy their life. if you
want to play the sims 3 without a cd
you must make sure that the game is

not authenticated, and that the
publisher's activation code has been

overwritten. how to install nocd for the
sims 3.this step explains how to install

the nocd mod on the sims 3 so that
you can play the game without a disc

in it. the game is an excellent
simulation of life in a community
where people live in homes, raise
families, and own businesses. you
start your game by creating a new

character, and then you can explore
your own neighborhood and make
friends with other players. people
have to get along in order to enjoy
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